We introduce a method to design a local spin Hamiltonian to realize a Gutzwiller-projected parton wave functions (GPWF) as its ground state. For example, the Dirac spin liquid (DSL) state is quite close to the true ground state of the spin-1/2 Heisenberg model on kagome lattice. We examine what kind of perturbations we should add in order to drive the DSL to more stable chiral spin liquid (CSL), valence bond solid (VBS) or Gutzwiller-projected spin Hall (GSH) states. We compute the two-body reduced-density-matrices (2-RDM) of GPWFs for those target states, and compare them to the 2-RDM of the DSL. This allows us to design local spin models with only two-body interactions that may realize those interesting target states. Our results agree very well with recent numerical calculations for CSL on kagome lattice. We also study spin-1 systems on kagome lattice, and design local spin models that may realize CSL, VBS and symmetry-protected topological (SPT) states. Our work establishes a directional guide for further numerical simulations.
Quantum entanglement has been becoming an important concept to understand and classify the quantum many-body system. It precisely rephrases "topological order" as long-range entanglement. [1, 2] The topological ordered state is not smoothly connected to a direct product state by any local unitary transformation. [3] It has new topological quantum numbers, such as non-trivial ground state structures and fractional excitations. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] In the presence of symmetry, symmetry-protected topological (SPT) state, although short-range entangled, cannot be locally deformed into a direct product state via local unitary transformations that preserve the symmetry. [10] [11] [12] Several exactly solvable lattice models are constructed to realize topological orders [13] [14] [15] [16] and SPT states [17, 18] . Kitaev XY Z model on the honeycomb lattice [13] is an elegant example to use spin Hamiltonian with only two-body interactions to realize a particular topologically ordered state. However, it is a challenging task to find an exactly solvable local spin model that has a generic topologically ordered or a SPT ordered ground state. For a two-dimensional (2D) spin model that is not exactly soluble, expensive numerical methods, e.g., exact diagonalization (ED) [19] , projected entangled pair states (PEPS) or tensor-network [20] and density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [21] , are required to access the ground state.
On the other hand, Gutzwiller projective parton construction is a powerful theoretical approach, that allows us to construct the wave functions of many interesting and highly non-trivial topological states for strongly correlated bosonic or spin systems. [22] [23] [24] [25] In this letter, we will make a good use of those rich results. We will carry out a reverse engineering: to design a local spin Hamiltonian that realize those topological states described by Gutzwiller-projected parton wave functions (GPWF).
Kitaev XY Z spin model [13] and Wen plaquette model [14] are special examples, in which the exact ground states are given by GPWFs. For a general GPWF, we might be able to find a very complicated Hamiltonian so that the GPWF is the exact ground state. However, real spin systems in general only have strong two-body interactions. In this paper, we will try to design a model Hamiltonian with only two-body interactions, which may optimally realize a interesting GPWF as the ground state.
To design the two-body Hamiltonian, we investigate two-body reduced-density-matrix (2-RDM) of GPWFs. We trace out all configurations except states on two sites of local links, e.g., nearest neighbor (NN), second NN (2NN) and third NN (3NN) bonds. If the 2-RDMs contain sectors with small weights (small eigenvalues), it implies that the GPWF is not frustrated for two-body interactions, and we can design a two-body Hamiltonian to project out those low-weight sectors. The designed Hamiltonian may realize the GPWF as its ground state. The similar idea can be found in the AKLT model construction [26] , where the spin-2 sector in 2-RDM has a vanishing weight and is projected out by the designed Hamiltonian.
In this letter, we will take a slightly different approach. We will start with a Dirac spin liquid (DSL) state which is known to be close to the ground state of a simple spin model. We then try to design a perturbation to the original model that may optimally drive the DSL to a more stable state in its neighbor where the Dirac points are gapped.
The π-flux state is an extensively studied DSL for the spin-1/2 system on the 2D square lattice. [27] It is the parent state of many different kinds of states (e.g., antiferromagnetic, d-wave superconducting and pseudogap states) in high T c cuprates. [28] DSL is proposed to be the ground state of spin-1/2 Heisenberg model on the Kagome lattice. [29] Different DSL states are also constructed on the honeycomb lattice. [30] [31] [32] To design a perturbation that drives the DSL to one of its neighbors, we compute the 2-RDMs on several bonds arXiv:1407.0869v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 3 Jul 2014 for both DSL and its neighbor. If the two 2-RDMs are about the same on a bond, then the two-body interaction on that bond will not be helpful to drive the DSL to its neighbor. On the other hand, if the two 2-RDMs are different for some bonds, then, we can design a twobody perturbation on that bond to favor the neighboring state. In particular, if the 2-RDM for the neighboring state has more weight in the high weight sector and less weight in the low weight sector, it will imply that the neighboring state is less frustrated for the designed twobody Hamiltonian, and is likely to be realized.
We apply such an approach to DSL states on kagome lattice for spin-1/2 SU(2) and spin-1 SU(3) systems. The DSL states are very close to the ground states for SU(N) (N = 2, 3) spin Hamiltonians with only J 1 term on NN bonds in Eq. (2) . We want to drive the DSL to the chiral spin liquid (CSL), valence bond solid (VBS) and Gutzwiller-projected spin Hall (GSH) for spin-1/2 systems, and to CSL, VBS and SPT states for spin-1 systems, respectively. From the variations of 2-RDM, we design the possible local spin models for those states.
The SU(N) spin operator S α β has the parton (Schwinger-fermion) representation,
Here f iα is the fermionic parton operator on i-site on the lattice and α = 1, 2, · · · , N is the spin (flavor) index. On every site we have the single-occupation constraint,
The GPWF is written as |Ψ G = {R} ψ({R})|{R} , where the determinate ψ({R}) is the wave amplitude for spin (flavor) configuration basis |{R} on the lattice in the ground state of the mean field Hamiltonian,
. By definition, 2-RDM on sites i and j is written as
where {ij} is the spin configuration on sites i and j. tr is the trace running over all spin configurations except two states on sites i and j. {ij} ⊗ {R}/{ij} R is the configuration by replacing {ij} R in {R} by {ij} . 2-RDM can be simulated by using the standard Monte Carlo method according to the weight |ψ({R})| 2 . DSL has u ij = 0 in the mean field Hamiltonian. The complex phase of t ij brings a flux pattern for the parton hopping on the lattice. SU(2) DSL has π flux in the square plaquette on the square lattice and in the hexagon on the kagome lattice, respectively. [27, 29] There is also π flux in the hexagon for SU(4) DSL on the honeycomb lattice. [32] Flux is zero for SU(2) and SU(3) DSL states on the honeycomb lattice [30, 31] and kagome lattice, respectively. The 2-RDM of DSL states has the SU(N) anti-symmetric representation and symmetric one with the dimensions
, respec- 
FIG. 1. (a). The anti-symmetric sector (AS) of 2-RDM has
-fold degenerate maximum weights. The total maximum weights wAS on NN bonds are shown here. Blue solid circles are Monte Carlo results for different SU(N) DSL states on different lattices; red solid squares are extracted from the numerical "exact" ground state energies of J1 SU(N) models, e.g., SU(2) on the square lattice [33] , honeycomb lattice [31] , kagome lattice [34] and SU(3) on the kagome lattice [35] and SU(4) on the honeycomb lattice. [32] (b). The kagome lattice. The NN bonds (e.g., 12 ) are defined as the sides of triangles 123 and 1 2 3 . 2NN (e.g., 23 ) and 3NN (e.g., 22 ) bonds are in the hexagon.
tively. We use the notations, w AS =
S , for total anti-symmetric and symmetric weights, respectively. The normalization is w AS + w S = 1. w AS is dominant in 2-RDM on NN bonds for these DSL states as shown in Fig. 1 (a) .
The SU(N) spin model on the 2D lattice is written as
where J 1 , J 2 and J 3 are exchange couplings on NN, 2NN and 3NN bonds. P ij is the SU(N) permutation operator,
, which swaps two quantum states on bonds. In Fig. 1 (a) , we collect some numerical results of w AS of 2-RDM on NN bonds for ground states of SU(N) J 1 spin model, where
the ground state energy. DSL states are close to ground states of SU(N) J 1 spin models as seen in Fig. 1 (a) .
The mean field Hamiltonian of SU(2) DSL on the kagome lattice is written as
where ϕ ij brings π flux in the hexagon and zero flux in triangles 123 and 1 2 3 . The CSL state is obtained by adding extra phase θ on the directed links on kagome lattice ( Fig. 1 (b) ). The fluxes are now 3θ in triangles 123 and 1 2 3 and π − 6θ in the hexagon. With θ = 0 fixed, the VBS state is obtained by varying the ratio of hopping amplitudes t 2 /t 1 , where t 1 and t 2 are for bonds on triangles 123 and 1 2 3 , respectively.
The anti-symmetric (singlet) weight of 2-RDM for the SU(2) DSL is w w AS of CSL on 3NN bonds is very sensitive to the variation of θ and reaches the maximum at θ c = π/6 where the gap in the mean field Hamiltonian is largest. Meanwhile, VBS is not sensitive to the variation of t 2 /t 1 . Since w AS of CSL increases significantly on 3NN bonds as varying θ, we can add J 3 term to the spin model to stabilized the CSL state. The spin-1/2 SU(2) permutation operator is the Heisenberg term, P A planar anti-ferromagnetic state can be modeled as the GSH state with the mean field Hamiltonian [38] 
where different flavors see opposite flux,
2-RDM of GSH has two independent components of 2-RDM, ρ |11 11| = ρ |22 22| and ρ |12 21| . The notations for variations of 2-RDM are as follows
are the components of 2-RDM for the reference DSL state. ρ |12 21| = −|ρ| |12 21| e iδφ is complex. The variation of 2-RDM for GSH is shown in Fig. 3 . ∆|ρ| |12 21| increases significantly with increasing θ. So GSH is favored by the twisted permutation term
with Θ 12 = −Θ 21 on NN bonds on kagome lattice. In terms of spin-1/2 spin operators, the twisted permutation operator contains Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction. GSH has a planar spin order. With large DM interactions, the spin order was already found in Ref. flux in the mean field Hamiltonian
The SU(3) CSL state has the flux 3θ in triangles 123 and 1 2 3 and −6θ in the hexagon; with θ = 0 fixed, we can get the VBS state by varying the ratio of hopping amplitudes t 2 /t 1 . SU ( For spin-1 systems, the permutation operator also contains the biquadratic term, P S=1 ij
2 . In real materials, the biquadratic coupling is small and the Heisenberg term dominates [40] , far away from SU (3) limit. However, theoretically we can still take SU(3) DSL as the reference and turn on the paring of partons to go back to SO(3) symmetry. [41] The mean field Hamiltonian of SPT is written as [25] with θ 1 = θ 3 = −θ 2 /2 = θ (θ 1 + θ 2 + θ 3 = 0). The SPT state is protected by SU(2)×U(1). The components of 2-RDM, |11 11|, |13 31|, |31 13| and |33 33|, have the SU(2) symmetry. There are four independent weights for 2-RDM, ρ |11 11| , ρ |13 31| , ρ |22 22| and ρ |23 32| notations below
where ρ |23 32| = −|ρ| |23 32| e iδφ is complex. The θ-dependent 2-RDM of SPT is shown in Fig.  5 . We see that the absolute value |ρ| |23 32| , and other |ρ| |ij ij| vary little (< 0.02), however, the phase δφ ∼ 1 or |ρ |23 32| − ρ 0 |23 32| | ∼ 0.1. Such a large change in the phase of ρ |23 32| can be driven by the twisted permutation term on NN bonds
which potentially stabilizes SPT state. Here Θ 12 = Θ 32 = Θ, Θ 13 = 0 and Θ αβ = −Θ βα (α, β = 1, 2, 3). We compare the VBS and SPT states for the twisted J 1 term and find that SPT will win when Θ > 0.6. More systematic simulations (e.g. DMRG) are needed to confirm the result in further studies.
In conclusion, we start from Gutzwiller-projected parton wave functions to design supported local spin Hamiltonians. Gutzwiller projective parton construction is a powerful theoretical approach to construct many different wave function ansatzs with non-trivial topological properties. Our work establishes a rough directional guide for further unbiased numerical simulations for these states.
We Given a twisted J 1 term
we try to find the ground state in the vicinity of DSL state. We introduce two varational parameters, t 2 /t 1 and θ, in our mean field Hamiltonian When Θ < 0.55, we always find the finite value of t 2 /t 1 − 1 for the ground state. At the same time, the non-zero θ is also favored. When Θ > 0.55, the uniform hopping amplitude is favored, t 2 /t 1 = 1 and there is a jump of the slop for θ(Θ).
To confirm the SPT state, we calculate the spin Hall conductance. The SPT state breaks SU(3) symmetry into SU(2)⊗U(1) symmetry. We would like to show that the SPT state here is protected by two U(1) symmetries, S z and S 2 z . The twisted Hamiltonian is indeed S z and S 2 z invariant. We would calculate the Hall response of SPT respect to S z and S 2 z U(1) field. We need first to find out the charge assignment for the two different U(1) field. Respect to U(1) response, the mean field Hamiltonian should be written as
where A is the external probe U(1) field and a is the internal gauge field to enforce the single-occupation constraint. α = 1, 2, 3 flavors have the different Chern number of the mean field filled bands, C 1 = C 3 = −C 2 = 1. The external A can generate the flavor current
To satisfy the single-occupation constraint, we have
then we get
Therefore, the response mean field Hamiltonian is given as
with the effective charge respect to A, Q α = q α − α Cαqα α Cα . For S z , we get q = (1, 0, −1) and Q = (1, 0, −1). For S . From the charge fractionalization, we know CSL has the three-fold ground state degeneracy. To calculate the spin Hall conductance, we impose the general twisted boundary phase on the system
From the response mean field Hamiltonian, we can obtain the response Gutzwiller-projected wave function. The spin Hall conductance is given as
with the Berry curvature
Numerically, we divide the unit cell of the boundary phases into 8-by-8 mesh points. The spin Hall conductance is given as
with Berry curvature 
On the k mesh, we need calculate 2N k overlap of the wavefunctions
where the summation can be done with the standard VMC technique with the weight |ψ j (R i )| 2 . To calculate the berry curvature, we need calculate 2N k overlap of the wavefunctions with different boundary condition k. Thus we will take the weight (26) and the overlap is calculated as
Ri ρ(R i ) (27) 
